THEOREM (F). Let C be a compact, convex subset of a Banach space X and f : C -> X a continuous function. Then there is a y € C such that \\y-fy\\ = d(f y ,c).
In case fy 6 C then / has a fixed point. Several fixed point theorems are derived as corollaries from Theorem (F).
We need the following definitions.
Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X. Then C is called proximinal if each x G X has a best approximation in C, i.e. if the set Pc(x) = {yeC:\\x-2/|| = inf ||x -x\\ : z G C} is nonempty for every x € X. The map Pc is called the metric projection onto C. In case Pc(x) is a singleton for each x 6 X then C is said to be
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Chebyshev. If C is a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space II then P is a proximity map [3] and C is a Chebyshev set.
For a map / : C -• A", where C is a nonempty subset of X, one tries to find an x € C that is closest to /(x), in other words, finds a solution of the problem (*) xeC and \\x -fx\\ = d(fx,C).
It is clear that a fixed point of P o / is a solution of (*).
The measure of noncompactness of a bounded set A in a Banach space X denoted by a(yl), is defined as a(yl) = inf {£ > 0 : A can be covered by a finite number of sets each of diameter < £}.
Let / : C -* X be a continuous mapping. Then / is said to be densifying if a(f(A)) < a(.A), for each bounded set A with a(^4) > 0.
In case a(f(A)) < ct(.A), then / is called a 1-set contraction. A map / : X -X satisfying the condition ||fx -fy|| < ||x -2/ H for all x, y € X is called a nonexpansive map.
A contraction map is densifying and a nonexpansive map is a 1-set contraction, (see for details [13] ). We state the following The following extension result is very useful [9] , [19] . Let / : C -• H be a nonexpansive map. Then there exists a nonexpansive map F :
Proof of Theorem 1. Let P : II -• D be the metric projection. Then P is a nonexpansive map and therefore P o F is a nonexpansive map.
Remarkl.IfCisa closed, bounded, convex subset of II and f : C H is a nonexpansive map, then there is a « € C such that ||u -/u|| = d(fu, C).
In this case we take D = C. Results given in [2] , [5] , [11] , [12] , [16] , and [18] can be derived easily. We give the following to illustrate application of Theorem 1. N o t e. If in place of (**) / satisfies f{dB r ) C B r , (Rothe type condition) then / was a fixed point.
Again, Remark 1 implies that there is a u E B T with ||u -/u|| = d(fu,B r ).
The condition f(dB r ) C B r guarantees that fu £ B r and / has a fixed point. Now we give a theorem where C or f{C) need not be bounded. Proof. Let T = Pof\ C-+C. Then T is a nonexpansive map with {T n xo} bounded and therefore has a fixed point say u [6] . This gives that
\\u-fu\\ = d(fu,C\.
We give an example to show that (P o f) n xo may be bounded when C or /(C) is not. 
2.
In this section we study the above theorems for 1-set contraction maps using a well-known theorem due to Lin and Yen [12] stated below. Recall that a nonexpansive map is a 1-set contraction and so is a densifying map. This approach unifies several previous results in fixed point theory.
We state the following due to Lin and Yen [12] .
THEOREM 3. Let C be a closed, convex subset of a Hilbert space H and f : C -• H be a continuous 1 -set contraction mapping with f(C) bounded. Let P : H C be a proximity map with (1 -P o /)(co((P o /)(C)) closed. Then there is a y e C such that \\y-fy\\ = d(fy,C).
We include the proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof. Let D = co[(Po f)(C)]. Then Pof:D-*D\s 1-set contraction and (1 -P o f)(D)
is closed so P o / has a fixed point, say y = (P o f)y [13] . This gives that
\\y-fy\\ = d(fy,C).
In case fy G C then / has a fixed point.
We have the following as corollaries.
Let C be a closed bounded convex subset of H and f : C -> H a nonexpansive map. Then there is a y € C such that \\y-fy\\ = d(fy,C).
If further, }{dC) C C then / has a fixed point. If C = B r , a ball of radius r and center at 0, then / has a fixed point if the following condition is satisfied (1) if /(x) = ax for x € dB r then a < 1 (Leray-Schauder condition).
Williamson [20] has shown that the boundary condition (R) considered by Ray and Cramer [14] is equivalent to the Leray-Schauder condition. It, therefore, follows that / has a fixed point if the boundary condition (R) is added in the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Every convex set is star shaped but not conversely. Let A" be a Banach space. X is said to satisfy Opial's condition if for each xo € X and each sequence {z n } converging weakly to x the inequality lim inf ||x n -x|| > lim inf ||x n -xq|| holds for all x ^ xq.
Every Hilbert space and the spaces l v {\ < p < oo) satisfy Opial's conditions (see for details [10] ).
We state our theorem: Proof. Since C is a weakly compact set and x n 6 C, so x n has a convergent subsequence x ni xo £ C, say, (--stands for weak convergence). Now (write u n for u Xn ., for short):
so we get ||«n -Znll = ||u" -r n u n -(1 -r n )p|| = (1 -r n )||u n -p||. Since C is bounded and u n € Fx n C C, therefore ||u n -p|| is bounded and we get that ||u n -x n || -• 0 as n -* oo.
Since F is weakly nonexpansive, for each u n 6 Fx n , there is a v n € Fxo such that ||«n -t> n || < ||®n ~ «o||-Since FXQ is compact v n has a subsequence v ni VQ E FXo. We write {u n } for {v ni }-So liminf ||u n -v n || < liminf ||i" -x 0 || < oo. Since ||u nx"|| -»• 0 and v n -*• VQ we get liminf ||ar" -vo|| < liminf ||x n -x 0 ||. Now Opial's condition implies that XO = VQ G FXO .
We derive the following as corollaries: We get results due to Husain and Latig [8] as corollaries to our theorem since a convex set is always starshaped. Proof. Since C is compact {a; n } has a subsequence {in;} which converges to XQ. Also, we get ||u n -x n \\ -• 0 as in Theorem 4. Since F is weakly nonexpansive, for each u n 6 Fx n , there is a v n £ Fxo such that ||«n -»n|| < ||®n ~ ®o||-Since Fxo is compact again let {v n } for {v n , } converge to VQ € Fxo. Therefore ||u n -t; n || < ||«n -«nil + ||x" -v n || gives that x 0 = v 0 G Fx 0 .
Note. In case C is a compact, convex subset of a Banach space X and F : C -* 2 C a weakly nonexpansive map satisfying condition (c). Then F has a fixed point. It follows since a convex set is starshaped.
